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Abstract
Physical aging of glycerol following temperature jumps is studied by dielectric spectroscopy
at temperatures just below the glass transition temperature. The data are analyzed using two
single-parameter aging tests developed by Hecksher et al. [J. Chem. Phys. 142, 241103 (2015)].
We generalize these tests to include jumps ending at different temperatures. Moreover, four times
larger jumps than previously are studied. The single-parameter aging tests are here for the first
time applied to a hydrogen-bonded liquid. We conclude that glycerol obeys single-parameter
aging to a good approximation.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Supercooled liquids are liquids cooled with a cooling rate fast enough to avoid
crystallization1 . As the glass transition is approached the liquid becomes more and more
viscous, and at the glass transition temperature (Tg ) the molecules effectively stop moving on the experimental time scale2 . Supercooled liquids are often studied using linear
response experiments as for example dielectric spectroscopy, where a change in the electric field (a perturbation) leads to a change in polarization (a response). The perturbation
is in this case usually small in order to ensure that the response depends linearly on the
applied perturbation, and the measured response function is connected to the dynamics in equilibrium via the fluctuation dissipation theorem. In contrast to linear response
experiments, aging is the response following a large perturbation, where the liquid is
brought out of equilibrium, and the study of aging is a study of how the properties of
a system change over time as it relaxes toward equilibrium3 . Aging is highly non-linear
since the relaxation rate itself changes as the liquid equilibrates. Most aging studies,
including the work presented in this paper, are studies of how the system responds to
a change in temperature. The experiments are performed close to and below the glass
transition temperature, where aging takes place on time scales that are slow enough to be
measurable, yet fast enough to follow all (or a substantial part) of the relaxation towards
equilibrium. Close to the glass transition temperature, the rate of the structural relaxation
depends strongly on temperature, and aging is non-linear even for fairly small temperature steps. For a jump down in temperature the structural relaxation becomes slower
as time evolves, whereas for an jump up in temperature the rate of structural relaxation
increases as time evolves.
The study of aging has a very practical root. The out-of-equilibrium nature of glasses
has the consequence that the properties of all glassy materials age, even if it is sometimes
very slow. The standard formalism for describing this was set out by Narayanaswamy, an
engineer at Ford Motor Company who needed a method for predicting how the frozenin stresses in a wind-shield depend on the glass’ thermal history4 . Inspired by Tool,
Narayanaswamy introduced a single-parameter aging assumption in terms of a fictive
temperature8 . Today this is referred to as the Tool-Narayanaswamy (TN) formalism. Besides the obvious importance for application of glasses, aging experiments have the po2

tential to yield new information about fundamental outstanding questions regarding the
equilibrium relaxation (e.g. Ref. 5).
The analysis in this paper is based on the TN aging formalism3,4,6,7 . The TN-formalism
interprets aging in terms of a material time ξ. The material time may be thought of as a
time measured on a clock with a clock rate that changes as the system ages. The material
time is defined from the clock rate γ(t) by4,7
dξ = γ(t)dt.

(1)

Narayanaswamy’s idea was that linearity of the response is restored using the material
time implying that the non-linear aging can be described using a linear convolution integral. The central hypothesis of single-parameter aging is that the clock-rate, γ(t), depends
only on one structural parameter, and that this parameter also controls the measured
quantity.
Hecksher et al. 20158 derived two tests of the single-parameter assumption, which are
used and further developed below. The conceptual starting point of the tests is an “ideal
aging experiment” in which aging is measured from equilibrium to a new equilibrium
after an “instantaneous” jump in temperature. In Sec. II, we discuss how to perform an
experiment that comes close to the ideal aging experiment. The tests from 2015 have the
advantage that it is not necessary to calculate the material time explicitly in order to test
for single-parameter aging. The tests are in these respects similar to tests we developed in
20109 and 20175 . The single-parameter aging tests can only be applied for simple jumps
in temperature, whereas other applications of the TN formalism may be used on more
advanced thermal histories. However, usually other applications of the TN formalism
assumes that the shape of the relaxation curve can be described by, e.g., a streched exponential and some functional form for how the clock rate depends on temperature and
fictive temperature γ = γ(T, Tf ).
The unique feature of one of the 2015-tests is that if a liquid obeys single-parameter
aging, then one relaxation curve can be used to predict other relaxation curves. In particular, this implies that it is possible to predict linear relaxation curves from the non-linear
curves without evaluating the material time. The linear response to a temperature jump
is not easy to measure because it requires a very small temperature change. In this paper
we extend the tests and procedures from Hecksher et al. 2015 to work also for jumps with
3

different final temperature.
Hecksher et al.8 concluded that the three van der Waals liquids investigated all conform to single-parameter aging to a good approximation. It is of interest to test whether
hydrogen-bonded liquids also exhibit single-parameter aging. The difference between
van der Waals bonded liquids and hydrogen-bonded liquids is, in particular, important
in relation to the isomorph theory10,11 , which predicts that van der Waals liquids have
simple behavior along isochrones, e.g., isochronal superposition56–60 , whereas no predictions are given for hydrogen-bonded liquids. Investigations of both types of liquids are
particularly relevant following the recent development of isomorph theory of physical
aging12 .
The TN-formalism was originally developed for oxide glasses, which are covalently
bonded systems, i.e., have strongly directional bonds. With that in mind it would not
be surprising to find that the TN-formalism works also for hydrogen-bonding systems.
On the other hand, the single-parameter tests we use are performed on high-precision
data and the tests are developed to have no free fitting parameters. So far we have only
performed these high precision parameter-free tests on van der Waals bonded liquids5,8,9 ,
but in this paper we present data and tests on the hydrogen bonding liquid, glycerol.
Physical aging of glycerol has been studied before, e.g., in Refs. 13–18, with some of
them showing that glycerol comply to the TN model. Other alcohols were also shown to
comply to the TN model19 . All these investigations, however, involve one or more free
parameters.
Glycerol (propane-1,2,3-triol) is a small molecule with three hydroxyl groups. It is
the molecular liquid most often studied in glassy dynamics, e.g. Refs. 20–25, and it is
of importance in technology, notably due to its cryoprotectant properties26–28 . For these
reasons glycerol is sometimes referred to as the archetypical glass former. Yet, it is also
known that glycerol supports the formation of a 3D hydrogen-bonded network penetrating the bulk liquid29 , and it was recently shown that glycerol exihibits a low-frequency
mode in the mechanical relaxation spectra30 . Thus there is dynamics on a slower time
scale than the main relaxation – possibly due to the hydrogen bonding network. This
could influence the structural state of the liquid and thereby the number of parameters
involved in physical aging.
Section II gives an overview over the experimental details. Section III presents the
4

data and initial data treatment. Generalized single-parameter aging tests are derived in
Sec. IV, where also the results of the tests are shown. Section V discusses the generalized single-parameter aging tests and their ability to predict jumps, and our results are
discussed in light of the isomorph theory.

II.

EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL AND DETAILS
A. General considerations on the protocol

We ideally want to perform a temperature jump instantaneously. Since this is not possible, we instead aim for the time it takes to change the temperature and reach thermal
equilibrium throughout the sample, to be much smaller than the structural relaxation
time of the liquid. In this case we may assume that no structural changes takes place during the temperature jump, and that the liquid experiences the jump as “instantaneous”.
In order to study a full aging curve, it is important to apply the perturbation at the
right temperature. If the temperature is too far below Tg , the liquid will not reach equilibrium on the experimental time scale, because of the strong temperature dependence
of the structural relaxation time. On the other hand, if the perturbation is applied at a
temperature too far above Tg , the liquid will come into equilibrium too fast for the aging
to be measureble. This, of course, depends on how fast one can measure. If the relaxation
time is close to the time it takes to make a measurement, structural relaxation will occur
during the measurement. This leaves only a small temperature interval where conditions
are optimal.
With our equiliment we can perform the temperature jump in a few seconds. The
starting temperature is a few degrees below the conventional glass transition temperature (at which the relaxation time is 100 s31 ). At the temperatures studied the relaxation
time of the liquid is between 200 s and 23 hours. Table I shows relaxation time for each
temperature along with the annealing time for each jump which ranges from a couple of
hours to more than 20 days.

5

End temp. Jump
184 K

Annealing time

τeq at end temp.

180 K → 184 K log(t/s) = 3.7 ≈ 1.4 hours log(τeq /s) = 2.3 ≈ 3 min
176 K → 184 K log(t/s) = 3.9 ≈ 2.2 hours

180 K

184 K → 180 K log(t/s) = 4.8 ≈ 18 hours log(τeq /s) = 3.6 ≈ 66 min
178 K → 180 K log(t/s) = 4.8 ≈ 18 hours
176 K → 180 K log(t/s) = 5.0 ≈ 30 hours

178 K

180 K → 178 K log(t/s) = 5.5 ≈ 90 hours log(τeq /s) = 4.3 ≈ 5.5 hours

176 K

184 K → 176 K log(t/s) = 6.3 ≈ 23 days

log(τeq /s) = 4.9 ≈ 23 hours

180 K → 176 K log(t/s) = 6.2 ≈ 18 days
TABLE I: Times. The annealing time for each jump ranges from a couple of hours to more than 20
days. The relaxation time at the end temperature τeq is found from Eq. (8).
B. Temperature control

In order to change the temperature fast, we use a specially designed microregulator as
sample cell5,8,9,32 . The microregulator is placed in a main cryostat33 . The microregulator
keeps temperature fluctuations below 100 µK and the characteristic thermal equilibrium
time is 2 s. More details are given in Ref. 9. In the studied temperature range the time it
takes to change temperature is below the relaxation time of the liquid. We can therefore
assume that little structural relaxation takes place in the liquid during the temperature
change (with the possible exception of jumps starting at 184 K, where the relaxation time
is only 100 times longer that the thermal equilibrium time).

C. Permitivity – the monitored property

An aging experiment monitors how a selected quantity evolves over time. In this
work we monitor the dielectric permitivity at a fixed frequency. The dielectric signal is
a useful probe because it can be measured with high precision and has therefore been
used to monitor aging in several earlier works e.g. Schlosser and Schönhals34 , Loidl and
Lunkenheimer et al.18,35–37 , Richert et al.38 , Alegrı́a et al.39–41 , and Cangialosi et al.42 . We use
dielectric spectroscopy with a parallel plate capacitor with diameter 10 mm and liquid
layer of 50 µm. The electrical measurement equipment is described in Ref. 43. In or6
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FIG. 1: Raw data. (a) The dielectric loss as a function of frequency at equilibrium at the temperatures the jumps are performed between. The dashed black line marks the frequency 0.1 Hz used
for monitoring aging. (b) The temperature and the measured quantity (log(−ε′′ (f = 0.1Hz))) as
functions of time. (c) The jumps on a logarithmic time scale. The data have been averaged in
order to reduce noise as described in the text.

der to perform the measurements fast, a single measuring frequency is chosen, at which
the dielectric loss is measured as a function of time. The frequency is chosen to be on
the high-frequency flank of the α-peak. Figure 1 (a) shows the dielectric equilibrium
spectra at the temperatures where the jumps are performed, marking the frequency used
for monitoring 0.1 Hz, which corresponds to a acquisition time of 20 s. For most measurements, we can assume that no structural changes take place in the liquid during the
measurement; however, for the measurements starting at the highest temperature (184 K)
where the equilibrium relaxation time is just 200 s, some structural relaxation may occur
during the first few measurements.

D. Sample

Glycerol was acquired from Fluka and placed in an desiccator for 18 h before the experiment. In order to prevent the liquid taking up water from the surrounding air, the
cryostat was heated to 300 K before use. It was then flushed with liquid nitrogen, after
which the microregulator with sample was placed in the cryostat and the temperature
was lowered to 245 K (well below the melting temperature of water).
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III.

MEASUREMENTS AND INITIAL DATA ANALYSIS

A. Protocol and raw data

The measuring protocol is the following: The liquid is brought into equilibrium at
the starting temperature 180 K (a few degrees below Tg ≈ 185 K). We spent 35 days
(log(tanneal /s) = 6.5) for annealing the sample; equilibrium spectra were taken at different temperatures while cooling to estimate the right starting temperature. A jump in
temperature is performed, and the liquid is monitored until equilibrium is established. A
new jump is then performed. During the jumps the dielectric loss at the measuring frequency is monitored as a function of time (log(−ε′′ (f = 0.1Hz, t))). The jump magnitudes
are 2 K, 4 K, and 8 K.
The temperature protocol and the raw data of the aging measurements are seen in Fig.
1 (b), where each color represents a jump. Throughout the paper, reddish color tones
are used for up jumps and bluish color tones are used for down jumps. The jump from
180 K to 184 K is performed twice, which served as a check of reproducibility, but only
the first jump is used in the further data treatment. The total time of the measurement
series is several months. The data are available on Glass and Time’s data repository
(http://glass.ruc.dk).

B. Initial data analysis

Figure 1 (c) shows the data on a logarithmic time scale. The data are here averaged in
order to reduce noise, which is done on a logarithmic scale by proceeding as follows. The
first 15 raw data points are kept, then the log(time)-scale are divided into 90 equal sized
intervals over which the raw data are averaged. Figure 1 (c) demonstrates that different
jumps ending at the same temperature reach the same equilibrium value. It is on the
other hand not clear in this figure that jumps starting at the same temperature have the
same initial value. This is due to the instantanous contribution to the aging. Note that
same size up and down jumps are not symmetric, which is due to the non-linearity seen
even for small jumps.
For the further data treatment some notation is now introduced. The jump is performed from the starting temperature Tstart and ends at the temperature Tend . The mea8
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FIG. 2: Quantities used in the data analysis to perform the single-parameter tests. (a) The measured quantity (log(−ε′′ (f = 0.1Hz, t))) at equilibrium at the final temperature (Xeq ) as a function
of temperature. The red circles indicate the four temperatures between which jumps are performed. The peak appearing between 190 K and 195 K is due to the α-peak moving across the
measuring frequency. (b) The normalized relaxation functions as functions of time for all jumps.

sured time-dependent quantity is denoted X(t) = log(−ε′′ (f = 0.1Hz, t)). The jump starts
at t = 0 and the starting value of the measured quantity X(0) is the equilibrium value
of the measured quantity at Tstart . When the liquid is in equilibrium at Tend as t → ∞,
the measured quantity is Xeq . Figure 2 (a) shows Xeq as a function of temperature. The
time-dependent distance to equilibrium at Tend is denoted ∆X(t) = X(t) − Xeq . ∆X(0)
is the total change of the measured quantity from Tstart to Tend . The definition of ∆X(t)
is a generalization of other concepts that quantify the departure from equilibrium, e.g.,
Kovacs’ expression in terms of volume δ(t) = (V (t) − V∞ )/V∞ 44 .
The normalized relaxation function R(t) is defined as the time-dependent distance to
equilibrium over the overall change from start to end of the measured quantity3,4
R(t) =

∆X(t)
∆X(0)

(2)

It is seen that R(0) = 1 and that R(t) → 0 as t → ∞. Figure 2 (b) shows R(t) for all jumps.
According to the TN formalism R(t) is a unique function of the material time ξ 3 .

IV.

GENERALIZED SINGLE-PARAMETER AGING TESTS

Two single-parameter aging tests were derived by Hecksher et al. 20158 for jumps
ending at the same temperature. In this investigation we study jumps to different tem9

peratures, and the single-parameter aging tests are therefore generalized below.
According to the single-parameter assumption, both the measured quantity X(t) and
the clock rate γ(t) are controlled by the same parameter Q(t). Hecksher et al.8 assumed
that the temperature jumps are so small that it is reasonable to Taylor expand both X(t)
and ln γ(t) to the first order in Q(t): ∆X(t) ∼
= c1 ∆Q(t) and ∆ ln γ(t) ∼
= c2 ∆Q(t), where c1
and c2 are constants and ∆X(t), ∆Q(t), and ∆ ln γ(t) defines the time-dependent distance
to equilibrium for respectively X(t), Q(t), and ln γ(t). Eliminating ∆Q(t) in the equations
gives ln γ(t) = ln γeq + ∆X(t)/Xconst , where Xconst = c1 /c2 . Using the definition of R(t)
(Eq. (2)) gives
γ(t) = γeq exp



∆X(0)
R(t)
Xconst



(3)

As expected γ(t) → γeq as t → ∞ because R(t) → 0. Hecksher et al.8 derived the following
expression for the time-derivative of R from the TN-formalism
Ṙ = −F (R)γ(t)

(4)

where F (R) is a unique function of R, i.e., independent of start and end temperature.
Since R(t) goes from 1 to 0, Ṙ < 0, and F (R) > 0 per definition.. Inserting the expression
for γ (Eq. (3)) and rearranging leads to


Ṙ
∆X(0)
−
exp −
R(t) = F (R)
γeq
Xconst

(5)

from which the two generalized tests are derived in the following sections.

A. Test 1 - Predicting general jumps from knowledge of a single jump

If single-parameter aging is obeyed, it is possible to predict the relaxation function for
one jump from the relaxation function of another jump. In the following we use subscripts 1 and 2 to distinguish between the known (measured) relaxation function – jump
1 – and the predicted relaxation function – jump 2. From one jump relaxation function
R1 (t) and its inverse function t1 (R), we derive a method for determining t2 (R) for a different jump R2 (t) using Eq. (5).
At times t∗1 (R) and t∗2 (R) where the value of the relaxation functions are the same (R =
R1 = R2 ), Eq. (5) implies




1
1
∆X1 (0)
dR2
∆X2 (0)
dR1
∗
∗
· exp −
R1 (t1 ) = − ∗ ·
· exp −
R2 (t2 ) .
− ∗ ·
dt1 γeq,1
Xconst
dt2 γeq,2
Xconst
10

(6)

For time increments dt∗1 and dt∗2 leading to identical changes dR1 = dR2 we can write Eq.
(6) using the premise that R1 (t∗1 ) = R2 (t∗2 ) to give


∆X1 (0) − ∆X2 (0)
γeq,1
∗
∗
· exp
R1 (t1 ) dt∗1 .
dt2 =
γeq,2
Xconst

(7)

Integrating this leads to (assuming that both jumps are initiated at time zero)


Z t2
Z
γeq,1 t1
∆X1 (0) − ∆X2 (0)
∗
∗
t2 =
dt2 =
exp
R1 (t1 ) dt∗1 ,
γ
X
eq,2 0
const
0

(8)

which determines t2 (t1 ) = t2 (t1 (R)) = t2 (R), predicting the inverse function R2 (t).
In practice, we do not need to do an inversion. The procedure is to transform a discrete
set of measured data points, a time vector t1 = (t11 , t21 , . . . , tn1 ) and the corresponding relaxation vector R1 = (R11 , R12 , . . . , R1n )) to a new time vector t2 = (t12 , t22 , . . . , tn2 ) corresponding
to the measured R1 points. Plotting (t2 , R1 ) should then coincide with R2 , which can be
tested by a separate measurement.
For jumps ending at the same temperature Eq. (8) reduces to


Z t1
∆X1 (0) − ∆X2 (0)
∗
R1 (t1 ) dt∗1 ,
t2 =
exp
X
const
0

(9)

which is the equation used in Hecksher et al.8 .
The new generalized test has the disadvantage that one needs to know the equilibrium
clockrate γeq . By assuming an internal clock9,45 , i.e., that the clock rates from dielectric
spectroscopy and structural relaxation are proportional, one may define the clock rate at
Tend (γeq ) as the dielectric inverse relaxation time (γeq = 1/τ ), where the relaxation time
is determined from the maximum frequency at the α-peak (fm ) as τ = 1/(2πfm ). At the
temperatures where jumps are performed, we cannot determine τ directly, since the αpeak is outside the available frequency range (see Fig. 1 (a)). One may find γeq using an
extrapolation or determine γeq in another way. Below we let the constant

γeq,1
γeq,2

in Eq. (8)

be a free parameter to find the γeq that gives the best prediction (which is very close to
the prediction using a Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann (VFT) extrapolation as shown in Fig. 4).
The constant Xconst was identified using two jumps to the same temperature; the down
jump 184 K to 180 K and the up jump 176 K to 180 K. A fit is made using Eq. (9) to find the
Xconst that gives the best prediction of one jump from the other. This gives Xconst = 0.16,
which was used for all jumps.
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The result of the test is shown in Fig. 3. The up jump 176 K to 180 K (Fig. 3 (a)) is
used to predict the other jumps. The predictions are good, however with deviations in
particular at short times, similar to those observed for the van der Waals liquids tested
in Hecksher et al. 20158 . The 8 K jumps have larger deviations than the smaller jumps,
however, still not more dramatic than results on van der Waals liquids8 . Since we use
a first-order Taylor expansion in the derivation of the test, it is not surprising that the
predictions are slightly worse for large temperature jumps.
Note that the two down jumps starting at 184 K both have significant deviations at
short times. This may be related to the relatively fast relaxation time at this starting
temperature, and structural relaxation may have occured during the jump and during
the first measurements making these jumps less ideal in the sense defined earlier.
Figure 4 shows γeq as a function of temperature found from the free parameter
γeq,1/γeq,2 in Eq. (8). To determine γeq for each temperature, we used a value of γeq at
184 K found from a VFT-fit to higher temperature data. Different jumps to the different temperatures give a slightly different value, but this is barely visible in the figure.
The values found are reasonable, but vary slighty from the predictions of γeq from VFT.
This supports the internal clock hypothesis, i.e., that the clock rates from dielectric spectroscopy and structural relaxation are proportional. This is in line with the result in Ref.
18. The values of γeq are given in Table II.

B. Test 2 - Unique function of R

Taking the logarithm of Eq. (5) leads to (remember that Ṙ < 0)
!
Ṙ
∆X(0)
ln −
−
R = ln(F (R))
γeq
Xconst

(10)

Since F (R) is a unique function of R if single-parameter aging applies, the left hand side
of Eq. (10) (denoted LHS following Hecksher et al. 20158 ) is also a unique function of
R. This means that LHS plotted against R for the different jumps collapse onto a master
curve if a single parameter controls both X(t) and γ(t). γeq found from Test 1 is used. For
each temperature the found values of γeq is now averaged, so that each temperature has
a fixed γeq .
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FIG. 3: Test 1. Prediction of jumps based on the jump 176 K to 180 K (shown in (a)). In (b), (c),
and (d) circles are data and black lines are predictions. The up jump 176 K to 180 K and the
down jump 184 K to 180 K were used to find Xconst (indicated by * in legend), while γeq (T ) was
a fitting parameter the consistency of which with equilibrium dynamics is checked in Fig. 4. The
predictions are good, however, with deviations in particular at short times. It is also seen that the
predictions are slightly worse for the largest jumps as well as for the down jumps starting at the
highest temperatures.
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FIG. 4: The clock rate at equilibrium at the end temperature (γeq ) found from equilibrium spectra
(blue circles). The red circles are determined from the free parameter γeq,1 /γeq,2 in Eq. (8). Since
we have two jumps to 180 K and to 176 K, this results in two values of γeq at these temperatures.
However, the difference is barely visible. The black dots are the predictions from the VFT-fit.

Temperature log(γeq ) from Eq. (8) Average log(γeq ) from Eq. (8) log(γeq ) from VFT
184 K
180 K

-2.28
-3.62

-3.64

-3.50

-4.29

-4.16

-4.92

-4.88

-3.67
178 K

-4.27
-4.31

176 K

-4.92
-4.96
-4.89
-4.93

TABLE II: The equilibrium clock rate at the end temperature γeq determined from Eq. (8). To
invert γeq,1 /γeq,2 to γeq , we first used the value of γeq at 184 K found from a VFT-fit to estimate
γeq at 180 K (resulting in two values because there are two jumps to 184 K). The estimated γeq at
180 K are then used to determine γeq at 178 K and 176 K. Different jumps to the same temperature
give a slightly different value of γeq . Furthermore, values found from extrapolations of VFT-fit are
given.
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obeys single-parameter aging, the data are predicted to collapse onto a master curve which is seen
to apply to a good approximation.

Figure 5 shows that the data collapse onto a master curve. As also seen with test 1,
deviations are observed in particular at short times (large R).

V.

DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION
A. How to test the single-parameter assumption

The data analysis emphasizes that measurements must be precise to allow for direct
tests of single-parameter aging. It is important that the liquid is in equilibrium at the
starting temperature. The liquid does not have to reach full equilibrium if one knows the
correct Xeq ; i.e., where it should end. Our analysis revealed that it is crucial to have the
correct Xeq . Performing an up jump from the glassy state makes it possible to monitor
a full relaxation curve where both the plateau in the beginning and the end are present.
For this reason it is recommended to use such a jump for predicting other jumps.
Test 1, which is used to predict the curves, is the most sensitive test. By using test 1
it is possible to find γeq at temperatures where the peak is not present in the dielectric
equilibrium spectrum. If one knows γeq (for example by an extrapolation from higher
temperatures), an advantage of test 1 is that if a liquid obeys single-parameter aging,
one can use Eq. (8) to predict relaxation curves. It is necessary to perform two jumps
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(preferably to the same temperature) to identify Xconst . Other jumps can then be predicted
knowing the clock rate at the end temperature (γeq ), the measured quantity at the starting
temperature (X(0)), and the measured quantity at the end temperature (Xeq ). ∆X(0) =
X(0) − Xeq determines the shape of the relaxation, while γeq determines the position of
the relaxation. This is of course also limited to small jumps, and possible only in the same
temperature range as the jumps are performed in.

B. The scope of single-parameter aging

Hecksher et al. 20158 demonstrated single-parameter aging for three different van der
Waals liquids. In the present investigation the tests have for the first time been applied
to a hydrogen-bonded liquid. The comparison of hydrogen-bonded liquids and van der
Waals bonded liquids is interesting in view of the isomorph theory, which states that Rsimple liquids have simple behavior along isochrones10,11 . Van der Waals bonded liquids
are expected to be R-simple, whereas hydrogen-bonded liquids are not. The isomorph
theory was suggested a decade ago, and since then it has been tested in a number of investigations, e.g., Refs. 46–51. Earlier investigations of density scaling52–55 and isochronal
superposition56–60 also follow the predictions of the isomorph theory. The understanding
of aging in computer simulation was connected to isomorph theory already in 201061 , and
recently experimental results5 and aging theory12 were also analyzed and developed in
the framework of isomorph theory. Based on these earlier works we expected that singleparameter aging might not work for a hydrogen-bonding network-forming system like
glycerol. However, based on the tests presented above we find that single-parameter aging works to a good approximation also for glycerol. The quantitative agreement with
the predictions from the single-parameter aging found for glycerol is, in fact, similar to
that found for three van der Waals bonding liquids in Ref. 8. This finding suggests that
single-parameter aging works for a wider range of systems than those complying to isomorph theory, which also means that single-parameter aging needs to be understood in
a more general theoretical framework.
The tests work well also for the large jumps (4 K and 8 K), while they previously were
applied only to jumps of maximum 2 K8 . Note that a jump of a certain temperature span
corresponds to different spans in γeq for different liquids. In particular the difference
16

in fragility between hydrogen-bonded liquids and van der Waals bonded liquids means
that temperature jumps of equal sizes corresponds to a larger change of γeq for the van
der Waals bonded liquids. The 8 K jump of glycerol corresponds to ∆ log γeq ≈ 2.6, while
∆ log γeq ≈ 0.3 to 0.8 for the previously tested jumps on van der Waals liquids (the total
span of γeq for the used up and down jump is ∆ log γeq ≈ 0.7 to 1.5). This implies that also
with respect to ∆ log γeq the jumps studied here are larger than tested before. For the 8 K
jumps single-parameter aging may begin to break down, but this is not surprising since
a first-order Taylor expansion is used in the derivation of the tests. For future works
higher-order Taylor expansions could be introduced into the tests.
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